
Recommended Equipment

Terms to Know

Seed starting soil mix: Pre mixed seed starting, or three parts peat, two

parts compost, and ten percent perlite

Seed starting trays: With drainage, make sure to have a solid tray

underneath to catch water

Ample space for seedlings

Gardening gloves

Timer

A way to water your seeds: Recommend mister or something with a rain

like spout that won’t disturb the seeds too much

Lights

Humidity dome

Heating pad

Labels

Cold Stratification: A period before germination where the seed is

exposed to cool and wet conditions in order to encourage better

sprouting.

Scarification: The process of physically damaging the outer seed coat

by grinding it down a bit or creating a small cut. Typically performed on

seeds with a rough outer coat, scarification allows the inner plant parts

to break through and reach water and important nutrients.

Thinning: The practice of removing small and overcrowded seedlings to

allow plants to grow to full maturity without having to compete with

many other seedlings for resources. This is especially important for

small seeds, you will need to thin often!

Hardening Off: The period where you gradually expose your strong,

young plants to the outdoors after having started seeds indoors. Plants

need time to adjust to the differences in light and the elements when

moving from your indoor grow station to outside, so you should create a

space where your plants can be safely outdoors for a few hours a day in

the weeks leading up to when you plan to put them in the garden.

Damping Off: A fungal disease that often occurs in seedlings. Young and

sensitive seedlings become infected and cannot grow to maturity due to

the effects of the pathogens. The organisms that cause damping off

thrive in cool and wet conditions, be careful not to overwater seedlings.

Transplanting: Planting strong seedlings in the garden when they have

adjusted to the outdoors and the conditions outside are appropriate.

Overwintering: The process of keeping tender plants alive through the

cooler seasons by bringing them indoors and providing supplemental

light and heat.

Last Frost Date: This is the last day of the new year that reaches

freezing temperatures over night. Young plants can't survive freezing

temperatures, so your seedlings should be planted outdoors after this

date. Planning when to start your seeds centers around knowing when

you will be able to plant outdoors. Refer to the Farmer's Almanac, data

from previous years, or information from family and friends to know

when your last frost is - it is different in every part of the country!

Start with the back of the seed packet. Read the instructions and follow

accordingly. Here are some terms you may need to know:
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